scarcely more than the records of a number of facts, apparently capable of n? generalization, and shewn to follow no general and uniform laws.
It is to the constant reference to such g-eneral laws that the present work ?Wes its superiority, which cannot fail to render the study of comparative anatomy not only more attractive, and therefore more general, but also useful; calling into exercise, as it will do, the reasoning' powers of the ^md, where hitherto too often the memory only was exercised.
. doubtless, many of our readers possess the course of lectures on this sublet, which appeared last year in the Lancet, and hence may think it unnecessary to possess themselves of the " Cfutlines;" to beginners however Jn the science, we would say, study the " Outlines" first, and, having ob-'ned the elements of the science from this work, you will be able to avail . ?Urselves with much greater benefit of the more extensive view of the sublet presented to your view in the admirable and elaborate course of lecres to which we have alluded.
tn the first part of the work, our author, commencing-with the organs of Jation, treats of those of support, of attachment, and of motion; or, in her words, of the osseous, the ligamentous, and the muscular systems; le latter of these subjects, however, is not proceeded far with in this * rt> The plan which our author adopts, is that of commencing with the 0' lowest forms of animal organization, and exhibiting to his readers the aces which are there met with of the systems under review; he then suc-0 Ssiyely takes up the different classes in the ascending scale, and shews not 1 y the gradual additions made to the several organs, in passing-from the difi ^r^ect to the more perfect and finished forms, but also the various mohaK-atl?ns which the organs undergo, in order to suit them to the peculiar r "S and functions of different animals. Finally, the organs pass under in l6W aS they exist in the most perfect of all animal forms?in man himself, . whom indeed each organ is not seen to attain specifically its most perfect e?opment?a circumstance which would be in the highest degree incon-?Us, and present to our view a monstrous form far stranger than any of bajSe which Nature occasionally exhibits to us ; but in whom that harmonious ancement of the organs, that perfect equipoise, is met In the second part of the work, our author resumes the subject of the muscular system, which was only commenced in the first part, and traces it through the several gradations it exhibits, in passing through the higl'er molluscous classes, from the invertebrate to the vertebrate classes?in the latter of which he treats of it successively in fishes, amphibials, reptiles, birds, 'mammalia, and man himself. As a specimen of the manner in which our author treats this part of his subject, we make the following extract. " The muscles of birds are more red and vascular, more irritable and dense* than in the cold-bloodcd vertebrata beneath them, and they possess these properties in'the greatest degree in the rapacious tribes, where the respiration >s greatest, and where all the functions are most energetic. This condition of the muscular system is required in birds, from the lightness of the medium througj1 which they move, and from their quick and long-contiuued movements 
